HELP PETRO FIND HIS WAY TO A YUMMY FISH AND RICE DINNER!
LEARN FILIPINO WORDS

LOLA
Word for “Grandmother”

LOLO
Word for “Grandfather”

NANAY
Word for “Mother”

TATAY
Word for “Father”

MAHAL
Word for “Love”

HARI
Word for “King”

PETRO
Same name as Pedro or Peter

KABANATA
Word for “Chapter”

BABALA
It means “warning” or “danger”

PULGAS
A word for “Flea”

GANTIMPALA
A word for “prize” or “reward”

WAKAS
It means “ending” or “finished”

ALBULARYO
A word used to describe a medicine man, or healer.

PALAYOK
Word for “clay pot”

LARO
Word for “play”

MAGANDA
Word for “beautiful”

PAGKAIN
Word for “food”
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CAN YOU FIND THE WORDS?

[Word search grid]

LOOK FOR THESE WORDS:
Babala       Hari
Kabanata     Lola
Maganda      Mahal
Petro        Pulgas

Petro and the Flea King
CAN YOU DRAW PETRO?
Try tracing over and find out!

Petro and the Flea King
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CAN YOU DRAW THE FLEA KING?

Try tracing over and find out!